
Pro-Watch® Video Manager
Top Installer Benefits

Pro-Watch® Video Manager offers a single installation package that installs all subsystems. 
Auto-discovery of Rapid Eye™, Fusion and Enterprise recorders makes it easy to capture and 
export clips from multiple DVRs and cameras.

Integration with Honeywell’s Pro-Watch® security management system affords superior access 
control with alarm monitoring and video capabilities. 

The powerful operator messaging feature enables data sharing of incidents among operators  
as messages. An operator investigating a scene sends the salvo as a message to the 
administrator or another operator. With a simple drag and drop, the receiver can view the 
incident exactly as it appears in the sender’s console.

Competitors in the IP market tend to focus in one area: cameras, appliances, or software. 
Honeywell offers IP camera technology as well as appliances such as Fusion, MAXPRO DVR and 
Enterprise to create a complete system for the user. 

User-defined macros let you execute commonly performed operations.

Video pursuit made possible by simplifying the process of motion detection through a set of 
surrounding cameras. Empowered with advanced video features such as frame-by-frame 
analysis, bookmarking, loops and digitally-signed clip export, the timeline control assists you in 
monitoring and control.

Pro-Watch® Video Manager lets you simultaneously view video captured before, during, and 
after every alarm, and you can also view live video from the camera which recorded the alarm. 
It also integrates with Active Alert intelligent video analytics to prevent missed detections and 
false alarms.

Control multiple monitors from a single operator console. An operator sitting at a console can 
control or view video that is displayed on an alarm monitor. In addition, the operator can drag a 
video source from one monitor for physical and virtual viewing across multiple monitors.

Pro-Watch® Video Manager enables seamless control and operation of analogue video from 
digital devices, and control of digital monitors from an analogue keyboard. Users can perform 
PTZ or switch operation on an analogue source from a digital monitor and perform PTZ 
switching control on a digital source from an analogue keyboard. Pro-Watch® Video Manager 
also enables one-click migration support from analogue matrix systems.

The intuitive video rendering engine constantly monitors the CPU utilisation and makes sure  
it does not exceed optimum operating capacity. By automatically altering the size of the video 
frame rate according to the graphics infrastructure of your operating system, the rendering 
engine provides an enriched video viewing experience Redundant server configuration
increases system reliability.

Simple Installation
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